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Drosophila Tsc1 Functions with Tsc2 to Antagonize
Insulin Signaling in Regulating Cell Growth,
Cell Proliferation, and Organ Size
in vitro GAP activity for rap1 and rab5 (Wienecke et al.,
1995). The clinical manifestations of TSC1 and TSC2
mutations are indistinguishable, suggesting that the two
proteins might function in the same pathway (Cheadle
et al., 2000). This is further supported by the findings
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295 Congress Avenue that the two proteins coimmunoprecipitate and that their
coiled-coil domains can bind to each other (Plank etNew Haven, Connecticut 06536
al., 1998; van Slegtenhorst et al., 1998). However, the
functional significance of their association has yet to be
explored.
Recently, the Drosophila homologs of TSC1 and TSC2Summary
(Tsc1, Tsc2) were cloned and Tsc2 mutations were found
to be alleles of the gigas locus (Canal et al., 1994; ItoTuberous sclerosis complex is a dominant disorder
that leads to the development of benign tumors in and Rubin, 1999). Strikingly, cells mutant for Tsc2 in
the eye and wing increase cell size without affectingmultiple organs. We have isolated a mutation in the
Drosophila homolog of TSC1 (Tsc1). Cells mutant for differentiation. It was suggested that the large cell phe-
notype may be caused by endoreplication (Ito and Ru-Tsc1 are dramatically increased in size yet differenti-
ate normally. Organ size is also increased in tissues bin, 1999). Moreover, organs that contain a majority of
Tsc2 mutant cells were increased in size. However, thethat contain a majority of mutant cells. Clones of Tsc1
mutant cells in the imaginal discs undergo additional functions of Drosophila Tsc1 remained uncharacterized.
Recent studies have indicated a principal role for thedivisions but retain normal ploidy. We also show that
the Tsc1 protein binds to Drosophila Tsc2 in vitro. conserved insulin signaling pathway in regulating cell
size, cell proliferation, and organ size in Drosophila (Re-Overexpression of Tsc1 or Tsc2 alone in the wing and
eye has no effect, but co-overexpression leads to a viewed by Stocker and Hafen, 2000). Inactivating posi-
tive signaling components of the pathway (Drosophiladecrease in cell size, cell number, and organ size.
Genetic epistasis data are consistent with a model insulin receptor, dinr; Drosophila IRS1-4, chico; Dro-
sophila PI3K, Dp110; and Drosophila Akt, dAkt) leadsthat Tsc1 and Tsc2 function together in the insulin
signaling pathway. to decreases in cell size, cell number, and organ size
(Bohni et al., 1999; Leevers et al., 1996; Verdu et al.,
1999; Weinkove et al., 1999). Overexpression of theseIntroduction
genes leads to opposite effects. A downstream compo-
nent of the pathway, Drosophila S6kinase (dS6k), affectsTuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) is a dominant disor-
der occurring in approximately 1/6000 births and is char- cell and organ size, but not cell number (Montagne et
al., 1999). Inactivation of Drosophila PTEN (dPTEN), aacterized by the presence of hamartomas in many or-
gans, such as brain, skin, heart, lung, and kidney (for negative regulator of insulin signaling, leads to an in-
crease in cell size, cell number, and organ size (Gao etreview, see Cheadle et al., 2000). TSC associated hamar-
tomas are disorganized yet differentiated benign al., 2000; Goberdhan et al., 1999; Huang et al., 1999).
Here, we report the isolation and characterization ofgrowths which contain giant cells (Johnson et al., 1991).
It is hamartomas of the brain, however, that lead to a Drosophila Tsc1 mutant. Mutation of Tsc1 results in
a cell autonomous increase in cell size without affectingsome of the most severe manifestations of TSC, such
as epilepsy, mental retardation, and autism. differentiation. We show that mutant clones of Tsc1 have
additional cell divisions and Tsc1 mutant cells have aTwo genes, TSC1 and TSC2, have been identified to
contribute equally to inherited TSC (Consortium, 1993; normal ploidy with a shortened G1 phase. We also find
that organ size is increased in tissues containing a ma-van Slegtenhorst et al., 1997). Hamartomas of TSC pa-
tients and sporadic hamartomas often exhibit loss of jority of mutant cells. Consistent with mammalian stud-
ies, our results indicate the Tsc1 protein binds to Tsc2 inheterozygosity (LOH) for either TSC genes (Green et
al., 1994; van Slegtenhorst et al., 1997). Furthermore, vitro. Overexpression experiments further indicate that
Tsc1 and Tsc2 function together in vivo to regulate cellpatients with germline TSC mutations demonstrate an
increased risk for renal cell carcinomas (van Slegten- size, cell proliferation, and organ size. Finally, we pres-
ent data from genetic epistasis analysis and propose ahorst et al., 1997). Moreover, renal carcinomas from
TSC2 heterozygous Eker rats show LOH for TSC2 model that Tsc1 and Tsc2 function together in the insulin
signaling pathway.(Yeung et al., 1994). Thus, the TSC genes behave as
tumor suppressors. TSC1 encodes the hamartin protein
which has predicted transmembrane and coiled-coil do- Results
mains (van Slegtenhorst et al., 1997). TSC2 encodes the
tuberin protein which contains predicted coiled-coil and The t14 Mutant Increases Cell and Organ Size
GAP domains (Consortium, 1993) and exhibits modest To identify negative regulators of growth, we utilized the
FLP/FRT system to perform genetic screens in mosaic
flies (Xu and Rubin, 1993; Xu et al., 1995). Mosaic1Correspondence: tian.xu@yale.edu
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Figure 1. Mutation of Tsc1 Increases Cell and Organ Size
Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of a wild-type adult eye ([A], w1118) and an eye with multiple Tsc1Q600X mutant clones ([B], y w eyFLP1/y
w; FRT82 Tsc1Q600X/ FRT82 P[mini-w1]88C).
(C) A section of a Tsc1Q600X mosaic eye. Pigmented cells surround wild-type ommatidia but not mutant ommatidia. Arrows indicate mutant
cells in chimeric ommatidia.
(D) Tsc1 mutant (yellow2) and wild-type (yellow1) bristles at the anterior margin of a mosaic wing (y w hsFLP1/y w; FRT82 Tsc1Q600X/ FRT82
P[y1]96E) are shown.
(E) Eyes that contain only Tsc1 mutant cells (right and bottom in the inset) (w; eyGAL4,UAS-FLP/1; FRT82 pGMR-hid CL3R/ FRT82 Tsc1Q600X)
are compared to a control (w; eyGAL4,UAS-FLP/1; FRT82 pGMR-hid CL3R/ FRT82).
Bars: (A, B, and D), 25 mm; (C), 2.5 mm. Anterior is to the left in all parts.
screens can identify genes affecting growth that might increase in eye size, the ommatidia number in these
eyes (690 6 25, n 5 9) remained close to wild-typebe missed if mutations result in early homozygous lethal-
ity. The Drosophila adult eye facilitates such screens sibling controls (663 6 12, n 5 3).
Eye sections revealed that in mosaic ommatidia, allsince it is an ordered array of ommatidia. A mutant clone
induced by mitotic recombination can be directly com- mutant cells were enlarged in size, whereas adjacent
wild-type cells were normal (Figure 1C, arrows), indicat-pared with its marked wild-type twin-spot clone for
changes in growth. Thus, in addition to mutations that ing that the effect of t14 on cell size is cell autonomous.
Ommatidia consisting of only mutant cells measuredcause tumorous or duplication outgrowths (Theodosiou
et al., 1998; Xu et al., 1995), mosaic screens in the eye 283 6 45 mm2 in area (n 5 56) versus 91 6 15 mm2
of wild-type ommatidia (n 5 18), representing a 3-foldhave also recovered overgrowth mutations that do not
affect pattern formation (Xu et al., 1995). Here, we report increase. However, photoreceptor differentiation ap-
peared largely normal, although rhabdomeres were of-a complementation group consisting of a single allele
(t14) that affects growth but not differentiation. ten elongated (Figure 1C). Occasionally, fused omma-
tidia were found at the clone border (data not shown).To remove potential deleterious growth-affecting mu-
tants, we recombined most of the mutagenized chromo- The t14 mutant eye clones also contained enlarged
interommatidial bristles. Infrequently, 1 to 3 extra orsome region away from t14 (Experimental Procedures).
We further used the eyFLP1 gene, which consistently missing bristles were also found. Anterior margin bristles
in mutant wing clones were also increased in size (Figureproduces mosaic eyes with 40%–50% of mutant cells
(Newsome et al., 2000). Mosaic eyes induced with 1D). Morphometric analysis indicated a volume of 545 6
69 mm3 for mutant bristles (n 5 56) versus 192 6 32 mm3eyFLP1 often contained more than 90% of t14 mutant
ommatidia, which were also increased in size (Figures for wild-type (n 5 44), representing a 2.8-fold increase.
Additionally, a small percentage of mosaic adults had1A and 1B). We further utilized the EGUF/hid technique
to remove all wild-type cells in the t14 mosaic eyes melanotic tumors (data not shown).
(Stowers and Schwarz, 1999). This resulted in adult flies
with enlarged eyes (a 2.5- to 3-fold increase) and normal t14 Is a Drosophila Tsc1 Allele
The t14 mutation is located on the right arm of the thirdbodies (Figure 1E). Thus, t14 deregulated organ size-
control and conferred a growth advantage. Despite the chromosome and deficiency mapping located it to the
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95D7-95F7 region. Since Tsc1 is located in the same
region (Ito and Rubin, 1999), we sequenced the entire
Tsc1 gene from the t14 mutant. A single C to T transition
was found that resulted in a nonsense mutation at codon
600, truncating the protein approximately in half and
removing the proposed Tsc2 binding domain. Further-
more, ubiquitous expression of a Tsc1 full-length cDNA
can completely rescue the t14 mutant animals (Experi-
mental Procedures). Together, these data indicate that
t14 is a Tsc1 allele (Tsc1Q600X) and that all observed mu-
tant phenotypes are caused by disruption of the Tsc1
gene.
Interestingly, all 152 reported TSC1 mutations in pa-
tients are either nonsense or frameshift mutations pre-
dicted to truncate the TSC1 protein (reviewed in Cheadle
et al., 2000). In addition, there is no correlation between
the truncation site and the severity of the clinical pheno-
type, and it was suggested that all TSC1 truncations
behaved as null or strong loss-of-function mutations
(van Slegtenhorst et al., 1999). Indeed, nonsense TSC1
germline mutations at a similar position to Tsc1Q600X be-
have indistinguishably from mutations that truncate
most of the TSC1 protein (Jones et al., 1997). We care-
fully examined the lethal period and found that animals
homozygous for Tsc1Q600X or transheterozgous for
Tsc1Q600X and a deficiency that removes Tsc1, died at
the same second instar larval stage (77–78 hr after egg
laying; Experimental Procedures). Together, these data
suggested that Tsc1Q600X behaved as a null or strong
loss-of-function allele.
Tsc1 Affects Cell and Organ Size
During Development
To determine whether Tsc1 affected cell and organ size
during development, we generated large Tsc1 mutant
clones in the eye and wing discs and found that mosaic
discs were two to three times larger than wild-type con- Figure 2. Tsc1 Mutant Affects Cell Size and Division in Eye Discs
trols (Figures 2A and 2B, data not shown). Phalloidin Wild-type control eye discs (left) (y w eyFLP1; FRT82) and mosaic
staining revealed that the Tsc1 mutant cells anterior and Tsc1Q600X mutant discs (right) (y w eyFLP1; FRT82 Tsc1Q600X/ FRT82
P[hsNM]88C) are shown at the same scale. The morphogenetic fur-posterior to the morphogenetic furrow of the third instar
row is indicated by arrowheads.eye disc were already increased in size (data not shown),
A mosaic Tsc1 mutant third instar eye-antennal disc (B) is largerand the Tsc1 mutant cells in pupal eye discs showed a
than a wild-type sibling control (A). Anti-ELAV staining of a mosaicmore dramatic 2- to 3-fold increase in the size (Figure
Tsc1 mutant eye disc (D) shows normal composition of differentiat-
2J). We further examined neuronal ELAV expression in ing photoreceptors with an increased nuclear size. BrdU labeling of
third instar larval eye discs and found that the pattern a mosaic Tsc1 mutant eye disc (F) shows an increase in the number
of S phase cells. Anti-phospho-histone H3 staining of a mosaic Tsc1of photoreceptor cell differentiation in Tsc1 clones ap-
mutant eye disc (H) shows an increase in the number of mitoticpeared normal, despite an increase in nuclear size (Fig-
cells. Phalloidin and anti-phospho-histone H3 double staining indi-ures 2C and 2D). These results supported the adult phe-
cates that the additional cells in mitosis are located between thenotype, suggesting that a primary function of Tsc1 is to
differentiating photoreceptors, which normally are arrested at G0
control cell growth, with little role, if any, in the process ([H], inset). Phalloidin staining from a region of a 65 hr mosaic Tsc1
of differentiation during development. mutant pupal eye disc (J) and wild-type control (I) are shown. White
dots indicate accessory cells. “b” marks the bristle cell.
Tsc1 Mutant Clones Exhibit Additional
Cell Divisions
Since TSC1 behaves as a tumor suppressor in humans, this region. Mosaic Tsc1 mutant eye discs induced by
eyFLP showed an approximate 5-fold increase in thewe examined if Drosophila Tsc1 negatively regulated cell
proliferation. We used the thymidine analog 5-bromo-2- number of S phase cells posterior to the second mitotic
wave compared to wild-type, indicating an increase indeoxyuridine (BrdU) to label S phase cells in live third
instar eye discs. In a wild-type eye disc, BrdU incorpo- DNA replication (Figure 2F). It is possible for cells to
have multiple rounds of DNA replication without mitosis,rated in a dense band posterior to the morphogenetic
furrow that represents the second mitotic wave (Figure that is, endoreplication. Alternatively, extra S phases
accompanied by additional mitosis would indicate extra2E) (Wolff and Ready, 1993). Cells posterior to this band
are either undergoing differentiation or are arrested at cell proliferation. To determine if extra mitosis occurred,
we examined the expression of phospho-histone H3G0, and only a few additional cell divisions will occur in
Cell
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Figure 3. Tsc1 Affects Cell Size, but Not Ploidy
Dot plots of FACS analysis of control wild-type ([A], GFP1) (y w hsFLP1; FRT82 Ubi-GFP) and Tsc1 mutant ([B], GFP2) (y w hsFLP1; FRT82
Tsc1Q600X) wing imaginal cells from the same disc show an increase in cell size but no change in ploidy.
(C) Cell cycle profiles for wild-type (solid line) and Tsc1 mutant (dotted line) cells are shown with the percentage of cells in each cell cycle
phase.
(D) Forward scatter profiles of wild-type and Tsc1 mutant cells show an increase in Tsc1 cell size.
(phosphoH), which is present only in M phase nuclei of that the additional cell divisions occurred in cells outside
the differentiating photoreceptor cells (Figure 2H, Inset).mitotic cells (Hendzel et al., 1997). In wild-type discs,
phosphoH staining was rarely found in the region poste- These cells normally arrest at G0 and later become ac-
cessory cells (Thomas et al., 1994). To examine if therior to the second mitotic wave (Figure 2G). In Tsc1
mosaic discs, phosphoH expression was increased by extra cell divisions in the larval disc contributed to the
final number of accessory cells, pupal eye discs wereapproximately 5-fold in the region posterior to the sec-
ond mitotic wave in comparison to wild-type (Figure 2H). dissected 65 hr after white prepupae formation (Experi-
mental Procedures). At this stage, ommatidia haveThese data suggested that cells within the Tsc1 mutant
clones underwent extra rounds of cell division. achieved their final cellular configuration, and apical
sections revealed four cone cells surrounded by exactlyPhalloidin and phosphoH double staining indicated
TSC Antagonizes Insulin Signaling in Growth Control
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in the first coiled-coil domain (van Slegtenhorst et al.,
1998). As expected, a truncation of the Tsc1 protein that
removes the predicted Tsc2 binding domain (as does
the Tsc1Q600X mutation) abrogated its binding to Tsc2
(Figure 4). Thus, in vitro binding experiments indicated
that Tsc1 and Tsc2 can directly bind to each other.
Co-overexpression of Tsc1 and Tsc2
Negatively Regulates Cell Size,
Cell Number, and Organ Size
Since loss of Tsc1 resulted in an increase in cell size,
cell number, and organ size, we tested if overexpression
of Tsc1 would have opposite effects. We utilized the
UAS/GAL4 binary system for overexpression experi-
ments (Brand and Perrimon, 1993). Transgenic animals
were generated that contained a full-length Tsc1 cDNAFigure 4. Drosophila Tsc1 Binds Tsc2 In Vitro
under the control of the UAS promoter (UAS-Tsc1)(Ex-In GST pull-down assays, Tsc2 binds to full-length Tsc1 (GST-
perimental Procedures). Surprisingly, overexpression ofTsc1FL), but not Tsc1 truncated at aa 672 (GST-Tsc1TRUNC) or GST
alone. Tsc1 does not bind Luciferase. Five micrograms of GST fusion Tsc1 in the proliferating cells (eyGAL4 driver; Halder et
proteins bound to Sepharose beads was incubated with [35S]-Tsc2 al., 1998) or the differentiating cells (pGMR-GAL4 driver;
or [35S]-Luciferase. After washing the beads, bound protein was Hay et al., 1994) of the eye disc had no effect on cell
eluted and fractionated on SDS-PAGE gels. Input represents 10%
size, cell number, or organ size (Figures 5A and 5E).of the total amount used in the binding reactions.
Similarly, overexpression of Tsc1 to the posterior com-
partment of the wing disc (en-GAL driver; Tabata et al.,
1995) had no effect (Figures 5J and 5N; Table 1). We12 accessory cells (Figure 2I) (Wolff and Ready, 1993).
However, greater than 40% of the Tsc1 mutant omma- also explored the effects of overexpressing Tsc2. Similar
to Tsc1, overexpression of Tsc2 (UAS-Tsc2, a gift fromtidia contained one to three extra accessory cells (Figure
2J). An increase in the number of photoreceptor cells N. Ito) by the eyGAL4, pGMR-GAL4, and en-GAL4 driv-
ers showed no detectable effects (Figures 5B, 5F, 5K,was not observed. All together, our data suggest that
Tsc1 functions to maintain cells at G0 in the eye disc. and 5O; Table 1).
Since Tsc1 and Tsc2 can bind in vitro, we hypothe-
sized that they might function together in vivo. PerhapsTsc1 Mutant Cells Do Not
Undergo Endoreplication overexpression of either protein alone had no effect
since the level of the other partner was still limiting inIt has been reported that Tsc2 mutant cells undergo
endoreplication (Ito and Rubin, 1999). However, our the cell. We tested this by co-overexpression of both
genes. Strikingly, co-overexpression of Tsc1 and Tsc2staining results suggest that, at least for Tsc1 mutant
cells, endoreplication does not occur. We further per- in proliferating cells using the eyGAL4 driver led to a
significant decrease in overall eye size and number offormed flow cytometry analysis on Tsc1 mutant cells
from wing discs following the technique introduced by ommatidia (Figure 5C). This phenotype was unlikely
caused by apoptosis, since co-overexpression of p35Edgar and colleagues (Neufeld et al., 1998). We found
that Tsc1 mutant cells exhibited normal DNA contents had no suppression effect (Hay et al., 1994) (data not
shown). Co-overexpression of Tsc1 and Tsc2 in differ-despite an increase in cell size throughout the cell cycle
(Figures 3A and 3B). In addition, there was a significant entiating cells with the pGMR-GAL4 driver resulted in
eyes that were flatter and smaller, but contained normaldecrease of cells at the G1/G0 phase (Figure 3C). Forward
scatter analysis also demonstrated that Tsc1 mutant numbers of ommatidia (Figure 5G). Furthermore, sec-
tions of the adult eyes co-expressing Tsc1 and Tsc2cells were increased in size (Figure 3D). Similar results
were also obtained from flow cytometry analysis of Tsc1 with pGMR-GAL4 demonstrated a 30% decrease in om-
matidium size (Figures 5D and 5H). We concluded frommosaic eye discs (data not shown). We concluded that
Tsc1 mutant cells underwent extra rounds of cell division these results that co-overexpression of Tsc1 and Tsc2
in proliferating cells led to a decrease in cell numbers,and exhibited accelerated progression through G1/G0.
whereas co-overexpression of Tsc1 and Tsc2 in differ-
entiating cells led to a decrease in cell growth.Drosophila Tsc1 Binds Tsc2 In Vitro
It has been shown that human TSC1 protein binds to Co-overexpression of Tsc1 and Tsc2 in the posterior
compartment of the wing using the en-GAL4 driver alsothe TSC2 protein (Plank et al., 1998; van Slegtenhorst
et al., 1998). We wanted to test if this interaction was resulted in a significant decrease in cell size, cell num-
ber, and wing size (Figures 5L, 5P, and 5Q). The two-also conserved in Drosophila. In a GST pull-down in
vitro assay, we found that full-length Tsc1 protein fused dimensional structure of the wing blade and its simple
cellular composition allows for an accurate analysis ofto GST (GST-Tsc1FL) could bind to S35-labeled full-length
Tsc2 protein (Figure 4). Since in control experiments, cell size and cell number. Therefore, we measured the
cell density and the area of the posterior compartmentTsc1 and Tsc2 do not bind to Luciferase or GST, respec-
tively (Figure 4), the binding between Tsc1 and Tsc2 in the wings from wild-type flies, flies that overexpressed
either Tsc1 or Tsc2 alone, and flies that co-overex-was unlikely due to nonspecific sticking. The TSC2 bind-
ing site on TSC1 has been previously mapped to a region pressed both Tsc1 and Tsc2 (Table 1). We found that
Cell
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Figure 5. Co-overexpression of Tsc1 and Tsc2 Decreases Cell Size, Cell Numbers, and Organ Size
Overexpression of Tsc1 (A, y w; eyGAL4/1; UAS-Tsc1/1) or Tsc2 (B, y w; eyGAL4/UAS-Tsc2) in proliferating cells of the eye disc has no
effect, but co-overexpression of Tsc1 and Tsc2 (C, y w; eyGAL4/UAS-Tsc2; UAS-Tsc1/1) decreases eye size and ommatidia numbers.
Overexpression of Tsc1 (E, y w; pGMR-GAL4/1; UAS-Tsc1/1) or Tsc2 (F, y w; pGMR-GAL4/UAS-Tsc2) in differentiating cells of the eye disc
has little effect, but co-overexpression of Tsc1 and Tsc2 (G, y w; pGMR-GAL4/UAS-Tsc2; UAS-Tsc1/1) leads to smaller and flatter eyes.
Sections of eyes in (E) and (G) are shown in (D) and (H).
Adult female wings (I–L) and the enlarged boxed regions (M–Q) are shown. (I and M) Wild-type (w1118). Anterior/posterior border and the
longitudinal veins are labeled. Overexpression of Tsc1 (J, N, y w; en-GAL4,UAS-GFP; UAS-Tsc1/1) or Tsc2 (K,O, y w; en-GAL4, UAS-GFP/
UAS-Tsc2) in the posterior compartment of the wing has no effect. Co-overexpression of Tsc1 and Tsc2 in the same region (y w; en-GAL4,
UAS-GFP/UAS-Tsc2; UAS-Tsc1/1) decreases cell number (L) and cell size (P), resulting in a smaller wing. The effects are restricted to the
posterior compartment (Q). Bars: (A–C, E–G, and M–Q), 25 mm; (D and H), 5 mm; (I–L), 200 mm.
overexpression of either Tsc1 or Tsc2 alone had no Stocker and Hafen, 2000). Mutations of Drosophila PTEN
(dPTEN), which functions as a negative regulator of insu-significant effects. However, co-overexpression of both
Tsc1 and Tsc2 caused dramatic reductions in cell size lin signaling, result in phenotypes that resemble the ef-
fects of Tsc1 and Tsc2 mutations (Gao et al., 2000;(48%), cell number (15%), and wing size (Figures 5L and
5P; Table 1). As expected, the changes of cell size and Goberdhan et al., 1999; Huang et al., 1999; Ito and Rubin,
1999). Therefore, we performed genetic epistasis experi-number were limited to the posterior compartment of
the wing blade (Figure 5Q). ments to test whether Tsc1 or Tsc2 might also function
to negatively regulate insulin signaling.
Overexpression of Drosophila insulin receptor (dinr)Epistatic Relationships between Drosophila Tsc1
and Tsc2 and Components of the Insulin Pathway using the eyGAL4 driver led to lethality at 258C and a
dramatic increase in ommatidia number in escapers atRecent work has demonstrated that the insulin signaling
pathway plays an important role in the regulation of room temperature (Huang et al., 1999) (Figure 6A). Co-
overexpression of Tsc1 and Tsc2 (but not either Tsc1cell size, cell number, and organ size (for review, see
TSC Antagonizes Insulin Signaling in Growth Control
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or Tsc2 alone) rescued both the lethality and the extra
ommatidia phenotype caused by dinr overexpression
(Figure 6B). Furthermore, overexpression of dinr using
the pGMR-GAL4 driver led to an increase in ommatidium
size, which was also suppressed by co-overexpression
of Tsc1 and Tsc2 (data not shown). Clones of dinr mutant
ommatidia were smaller in size than wild-type (Figure
6C). Ommatidia that were mutant for both dinr and Tsc1,
however, exhibited the Tsc1 mutant phenotype of in-
creased ommatidium size (Figure 6D).
Overexpression of dPTEN using the pGMR-GAL4
driver led to eyes with a decreased ommatidium size
(Figure 6E) (Huang et al., 1999). However, overexpres-
sion of dPTEN was unable to suppress the clonal Tsc1
mutant phenotype (Figure 6F). Similar to dinr, clones of
dAkt mutant ommatidia were smaller in size (Figure 6G).
Ommatidia mutant for both dAkt and Tsc1 displayed the
Tsc1 phenotype (Figure 6H). Similarly, ommatidia that
contained Tsc2 mutant clones in a dAkt mutant back-
ground exhibited the Tsc2 mutant phenotype (data not
shown). These results suggest that in the eye, Tsc1 and
Tsc2 function genetically epistatic to dinr, dPTEN, and
dAkt.
We further examined the double mutant phenotypes
of dS6k and Tsc2. Mosaic eyes consisting primarily of
dS6k mutant ommatidia were slightly smaller than wild-
type due to decreases in ommatidium size (Figure 6I,
Experimental Procedures). Strikingly, mosaic eyes con-
sisting primarily of dS6k and Tsc2 double mutant omma-
tidia displayed the dS6k phenotype (Figure 6J). Further-
more, clones of Tsc1 mutant ommatidia in a dS6k mutant
background no longer exhibited the Tsc1 mutant pheno-
type (data not shown). Finally, the small ommatidium
phenotype caused by co-overexpression of Tsc1 and
Tsc2 was suppressed by co-overexpression of either
dS6k or the human p70S6K gene (Figures 6K and 6L;
data not shown) (Zhang et al., 2000). All together, our
epistasis data indicated that Tsc1 and Tsc2 antagonized
insulin signaling, that genetically Tsc1 and Tsc2 were
epistatic to dAkt, and that dS6k was epistatic to Tsc1
and Tsc2.
Discussion
TSC is a common disease with severe clinical conse-
quences. In this study, we present the characterization
of a TSC1 homolog in a model organism. Since homo-
logs of TSC1 and TSC2 are not found in yeast or C.
elegans, Drosophila is an invaluable model for dis-
secting the in vivo functions of TSC1 and TSC2.
Drosophila Tsc1 Regulates Cell Size
The most dramatic phenotype of Tsc1 is an alteration in
cell size. Mutation of Tsc1 in adult eye or wing structures
result in an average 3-fold increase in cell size in a cell
autonomous fashion. The observation that both 2C and
4C Tsc1 mutant cells in third instar wing and eye discs
are increased in size, and that the mutant cells in the
anterior proliferating region of the eye disc are larger
than wild-type, suggests that an increase in size occurs
in proliferation cells during all stages of the cell cycle.
Since Tsc1 mutant cells in third instar discs are not as
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large as the mutant cells in pupae and adults, it is possi-
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Figure 6. Genetic Epistasis Relationships between Components of the Insulin Pathway and Tsc1 and Tsc2
SEMs of adult female eyes and insets of enlarged areas are shown at the same magnification (bars 5 25 mm). Overexpression of dinr in
proliferating cells of the eye disc causes an increase in ommatidia number at room temperature (A) and lethality at 258C (w; eyGAL4 UAS-
dinr/1). (B) Co-overexpression of Tsc1 and Tsc2 with dinr rescues both the extra ommatidia and lethality phenotypes (w; eyGAL4, UAS-dinr/
UAS-Tsc1, UAS-Tsc2). (C) A mosaic eye containing clones of dinr mutant ommatidia is shown (y w eyFLP1; FRT82 dinrP5545/ FRT82 P[mini-
w1]88C). Inset shows small dinr mutant ommatidia (dots). (D) A mosaic eye containing ommatidia mutant for both dinr and Tsc1 displays the
Tsc1 enlarged ommatidium phenotype (y w eyFLP1; FRT82 Tsc1Q600X dinrP5545/ FRT82 P[mini-w1]88C). (E) Overexpression of dPTEN reduces
ommatidium size (w; pGMR-GAL4/UAS-dPTEN). (F) Overexpression of dPTEN does not suppress the Tsc1 mutant phenotype (y w eyFLP1;
pGMR-GAL4/UAS-dPTEN; FRT82 Tsc1Q600X/ FRT82 P[mini-w1]88C). (G) A mosaic eye containing clones of dAkt mutant ommatidia is shown
(y w eyFLP1; FRT82 dAkt89Bq1 e/ FRT82 P[mini-w1]88C). Inset shows small dAkt mutant ommatidia (dots). (H) A mosaic eye containing ommatidia
mutant for both dAkt and Tsc1 display the Tsc1 enlarged ommatidium phenotype (y w eyFLP1; FRT82 dAkt89Bq1 Tsc1Q600X / FRT82 P[mini-
w1]88C). (I) A mosaic eye containing predominately dS6k mutant cells is smaller than wild-type due to a decrease in ommatidium size (y w
eylessFLP1; dS6kl-1 FRT80/M(3)67C FRT80). (J) Ommatidia mutant for both dS6k and Tsc2 display the dS6k small ommatidium phenotype (y
w eyFLP1; dS6kl-1 gig56 FRT80/M(3)67C FRT80). (K) Overexpression of Tsc1 and Tsc2 in the differentiating cells of the eye disc decreases
ommatidium size (y w; UAS-Tsc1 UAS-Tsc2/1; pGMR-GAL4/1). (L) Overexpression of dS6k suppressess the effects of Tsc1 and Tsc2 co-
overexpression (y w; UAS-Tsc1, UAS-Tsc2/UAS-dS6k; pGMR-GAL4/1).
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Figure 7. Genetic Models for the Functions of Tsc1 and Tsc2
The insulin pathway regulates cell size, cell proliferation, and organ size in Drosophila. A simple model to explain the striking similarity between
phenotypes caused by alterations in components of the insulin pathway and Tsc1 and Tsc2, as well as their genetic epistasis relationships,
is diagrammed in (A). In this genetic model, Tsc1 and Tsc2 function together to antagonize insulin signaling at a position downstream of dAkt
and upstream of dS6k. Two alternative models in which Tsc1 and Tsc2 function in convergent or parallel pathways are also presented here
(B and C). Since mutations of dS6k do not affect cell proliferation, we suggest that Tsc1/Tsc2 regulates cell proliferation through unknown
downstream target(s). Mammalian gene names are indicated in parentheses. Arrows indicate positive actions and bars represent negative
actions.
ble that this difference reflects that cells committed to affecting signals that regulate pattern formation (Theo-
dosiou et al., 1998). Mutations in the third class, suchterminal differentiation have more time to grow. Flow
cytometry analysis indicated that the increase in cell as dPTEN, cause overgrowth of mutant clones in mosaic
animals, but do not disrupt normal patterning (Gao etsize was not due to endoreplication. In addition, overex-
pression of Tsc1, along with its functional partner Tsc2, al., 2000; Goberdhan et al., 1999; Huang et al., 1999).
While the first two classes of mutations affect organresults in dramatic decreases in cell size in the eye
and the wing. Despite the alterations in cell size, the size mainly by increasing cell numbers, mutations of the
third class affect organ size largely by affecting cell size.differentiation of adult structures is largely unaffected.
Tsc1 is another gene identified in mosaic screens that
affect organ size. Eyes consisting primarily of Tsc1 mu-Drosophila Tsc1 Affects G1/G0
tant cells are increased in size by 2.5 to 3 times. Surpris-Alterations of Tsc1 function also lead to changes in cell
ingly, these eyes contain relatively normal numbers ofnumber. Co-overexpression of Tsc1 and Tsc2 in the
ommatidia in comparison to controls. Analysis of lateeye or wing leads to a 15% decrease in cell numbers.
pupal eye discs revealed that 40% of the ommatidiaImmunohistochemistry analysis shows that loss of Tsc1
have, on average, 1.5 extra cells. This translates to afunction allows eye imaginal disc cells that should be
1% increase in eye size due to the increase in cell num-arrested at G0 to enter the cell cycle. Futhermore, the
ber. Thus, the dramatic increase in size of the Tsc1Tsc1 mutant wing imaginal disc cell population analyzed
mutant eye is largely contributed by the increase in cellby flow cytometry exhibits a significant decrease in the
size. Similarly, cell size reduction contributes z86% ofpercentage of cells at G1/G0. Similarly, immortalized fi-
the overall decrease in wing size in wings that co-over-broblasts derived from the Eker TSC2 mutant rat show
express Tsc1 and Tsc2, while cell number reductiona decrease in cells at G1/G0 (Soucek et al., 1998). We
contributes only z14% to the decrease in wing size.suggest that Tsc1 affects the regulation of G1/G0. The
Therefore, Tsc1 is a member of the class III mutationsmechanism by which Tsc1 regulates cell proliferation is
and affects organ size primarily by altering the size ofunknown.
the cell. Since the Tsc genes can affect cell and organ
size in multiple tissues, it might represent a global regu-
Drosophila Tsc1 Affects Organ Size
lator of growth in Drosophila.
The molecular mechanisms that control organ size are
not fully understood. Genetic screens in Drosophila,
however, have identified three classes of mutations that Drosophila Tsc1 and Tsc2 Function
Together In Vivoaffect organ size. Mutations in Drosophila tumor sup-
pressors, such as lats, cause dramatic overproliferation, Our results provide in vivo evidence that Tsc1 and Tsc2
function together as a unit. Similar to studies with mam-which results in tumorous growth of mutant cells in mo-
saic animals and enlarged organs in homozygous mu- malian TSC proteins, we find that Tsc1 and Tsc2 bind
in vitro. Furthermore, we found that overexpression oftants (Tao et al., 1999; Xu et al., 1995). Mutations in the
second class, such as slimb, cause duplicated out- Tsc1 or Tsc2 alone has no effect, whereas co-overex-
pression dramatically affects cell size, cell proliferation,growths in mosaic animals and altered organ size by
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and organ size. In addition, in both humans and flies, parallel pathway or in a pathway that converges with
insulin signaling (Figures 7B and 7C). Currently, thesemutations of the two TSC genes give rise to phenotypes
that are indistinguishable, strongly suggesting that re- possibilities can not be excluded. Recently, mutations
of the Drosophila TOR and lilliputian (lilli) genes havemoval of either gene equally affects an identical func-
tion. We propose that it is the binding of TSC1 and TSC2 been found to affect cell size. However, unlike Tsc1 and
Tsc2, lilli and dTOR have additional phenotypes thatthat results in a functional unit. Interestingly, all known
mutations affecting TSC1 function are predicted to trun- differ from alterations in components of the insulin path-
way (Oldham et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2000). Further-cate the protein. We suggest that individual missense
mutations in TSC1 would unlikely eliminate the binding more, double mutant analysis between lilli and dPTEN
could not establish an epistatic relationship (Tang et al.,of TSC1 to TSC2. How the binding of TSC1 and TSC2
might result in an activity that neither alone contains 2001; Wittwer et al., 2001). Consequently, lilli and dTOR
have been proposed to function in parallel or convergedis unclear. Perhaps a TSC1/TSC2 complex allows for
proteins bound to TSC1 to interact with proteins bound pathways (Oldham et al., 2000; Tang et al., 2001; Wittwer
et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2000).to TSC2. Alternatively, the binding of TSC1 and TSC2
might alter their conformations, and allow for the interac- The major clinical symptom of TSC is the development
of hamartomas. Interestingly, hamartomas often sharetions of downstream players. A number of proteins (i.e.,
ERM-family members, rap1) have been found to bind many of the characteristics associated with Tsc1 mutant
clones: enlarged cells, overproliferation, and normal dif-either TSC1 or TSC2 (Lamb et al., 2000; Wienecke et
al., 1995). It would thus be interesting to determine the ferentiation. Hamartomas might therefore result from
deregulation of the insulin signaling pathway. In supportfunctional relationship between these proteins and the
TSC1/TSC2 complex. of this hypothesis, Cowden syndrome, which is caused
by germline mutations in PTEN, is also characterized by
the presence of hamartomas in multiple organs. TheEpistasis Analyses in Drosophila Suggest
possibility that TSC1 and TSC2 function in the insulinthat Tsc1 and Tsc2 Function in
pathway emphasizes the importance of this pathway inthe Insulin Signaling Pathway
the development of cancers and other diseases. OurWe have shown that Tsc1 is a potent regulator of cell
results further suggest that TSC-related lesions may begrowth, cell proliferation, and organ size in Drosophila.
treated by targeting S6K or other downstream compo-Many recent studies have shown that components of
nents of the insulin signaling pathway.the insulin signaling pathway also affect these same
properties (Reviewed in Stocker and Hafen, 2000). For
Experimental Proceduresexample, inactivation of dPTEN, a negative regulator of
insulin signaling, or overexpression of dinr, lead to an Genetics and Strains
increase in cell size, cell number, and organ size (Gao The screen for overgrowth mutations on 3R was performed ac-
cording to Xu et al., 1995 except that FRT82 P[mini-w1]87E P[y1]96Eet al., 2000; Goberdhan et al., 1999; Huang et al., 1999).
was mutagenized with EMS. To clean up the mutagenized chromo-On the other hand, overexpression of dPTEN results in
some and map t14, females (y w eyFLP1; FRT82 P[mini-w1]87Eopposite phenotypes (Gao et al., 2000; Goberdhan et
Tsc1Q600X P[y1]96E/TM6B) were mated to y w eyFLP1; FRT82 males.al., 1999; Huang et al., 1999), which are akin to the effects
Lines containing the FRT82 Tsc1Q600X P[y1]96E recombinant chromo-
caused by co-overexpression of Tsc1 and Tsc2, or inac- some were established and mated to y w eyFLP1; FRT82 to obtain
tivation of the positive components of the insulin path- FRT82 Tsc1Q600X recombinant lines. Multiple deficiencies for 3R
were tested and only Df4432 (95D7-11;95F15) failed to complementway (dinr, Fernandez et al., 1995; chico/IRS1-4, Bohni
t14. To determine the lethal period, .500 eggs of 1 hr collectionset al., 1999; Dp110/PI3K, Weinkove et al., 1999; and
from FRT82 Tsc1Q600X/TM3 P[KrGFP4] or FRT82 Tsc1Q600X/TM3dAkt/PKB, Verdu et al., 1999). Our genetic epistasis ex-
P[KrGFP4] 3 Df4432/TM3 P[KrGFP4] flies were examined at 258C.periments show that cells that are double mutant for
For wing clones, 48–72 hr y w hsFLP1; FRT82 Tsc1Q600X/FRT82
Drosophila Tsc (Tsc1 or Tsc2) and dAkt (or dinr or ovex- P[y1]96E larvae were incubated at 388C for 1 hr. Eye clones were
pression of dPTEN) display the Tsc1/Tsc2 inactivation generated by mating y w; FRT82 Tsc1Q600X /TM6B to y w eyFLP1;
FRT82 P[mini-w1; hsNM]88C. Clones in adult wing, adult eye, andphenotype, and cells that overexpress Tsc1, Tsc2, and
discs were identified by y2, w2, and NM markers, respectively (Xudinr exhibit the Tsc1/Tsc2 co-overexpression pheno-
and Rubin, 1993).type. Thus, Tsc1 and Tsc2 are genetically epistatic to
The following alleles and stocks were used: ey-GAL4 (W. Gehring),dAkt and to upstream components of the insulin
pGMR-GAL4 (M. Freeman), en-GAL4 (N. Perrimon), UAS-dS6k and
pathway. UAS-p70S6K (T. Neufeld), UAS-dPTEN and UAS-dinr (Huang et al.,
The dS6k gene has been previously shown to act as 1999), UAS-Tsc2 and w; M(3)67C FRT80/TM6B (N. Ito), UAS-Tsc1
(this work; multiple lines), dinrP5545 (Fernandez et al., 1995), akt89Bq1a downstream component in the insulin pathway in the
(Staveley et al., 1998), S6kl-1 (Montagne et al., 1999), and gigas56 (Itoregulation of cell growth (Montagne et al., 1999). We
and Rubin, 1999). All recombinant mutant chromosomes were madefound that cells mutant for both Drosophila Tsc (Tsc1
by recombination of the single mutant chromosomes used in pheno-
or Tsc2) and dS6k display the dS6k small cell mutant typic examination, and were balanced and tested for failure to com-
phenotype, and overexpression of dS6k suppresses the plement each single mutation of interest. Genotypes are described
Tsc1/Tsc2 co-overexpression phenotype. These data in figure legends. Co-overexpression of Tsc1 and Tsc2 by en-GAL4
resulted in 65% pupal lethality.indicate that dS6k is genetically epistatic to Tsc1 and
Tsc1Q600X mutant was rescued by mating y w; UAS-Tsc1/CyO;Tsc2.
FRT82 Tsc1Q600X/TM6B to y w; Actin-Gal4/CyO; FRT82 Tsc1Q600X /These genetic data are consistent with a model in
TM6B. Of 201 adults, 60% of the expected animals were completely
which Tsc1 and Tsc2 function together downstream of rescued. The rescued animals showed no obvious defects in differ-
dAkt and upstream of dS6k in the insulin pathway (Figure entiation or alterations in size. No CyO, non-TM6B escapers were
detected.7A). Alternatively, Tsc1 and Tsc2 could function in a
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Clones of Tsc1 mutant ommatidia in a dS6k mutant background Consortium, T.E.C.T.S. (1993). Identification and characterization of
the tuberous sclerosis gene on chromosome 16. Cell 75, 1305–1315.were examined in y w eyFLP1; S6kl-1 FRT82 P[mini-w1]88C /S6k l-1
FRT82 Tsc1Q600X flies. Fernandez, R., Tabarini, D., Azpiazu, N., Frasch, M., and Schles-
singer, J. (1995). The Drosophila insulin receptor homolog: a gene
Molecular Biology essential for embryonic development encodes two receptor iso-
Genomic DNA from Tsc1Q600X and Can-S was amplified by PCR. All forms with different signaling potential. EMBO J. 14, 3373–3384.
PCR reactions and constructs were sequenced on both strands. To
Gao, X., Neufeld, T.P., and Pan, D. (2000). Drosophila PTEN regulates
generate UAS-Tsc1, a 3.8 kb Bgl2/ Xho1 full-length cDNA (LD23779)
cell growth and proliferation through PI3K-dependent and -indepen-
was cloned into pUAST (Brand and Perrimon, 1993). The Tsc1 coding
dent pathways. Dev. Biol. 221, 404–418.
region was cloned into pGEX4.1 by PCR to generate GST-Tsc1. The
Goberdhan, D.C., Paricio, N., Goodman, E.C., Mlodzik, M., and Wil-Xba1/Not1 fragment was further deleted to produce GST-Tsc1TRUNC,
son, C. (1999). Drosophila tumor suppressor PTEN controls cellwhich contains the first 672 aa of Tsc1. A Tsc2 cDNA was cloned
size and number by antagonizing the Chico/PI3-kinase signalinginto pCRt3.1 for in vitro translation.
pathway. Genes Dev. 13, 3244–3258.
Green, A.J., Smith, M., and Yates, J.R. (1994). Loss of heterozygosityGST Pull-Down Assay
on chromosome 16p13.3 in hamartomas from tuberous sclerosis35S-labeled Tsc2 and Luciferase were produced by in vitro transcrip-
patients. Nat. Genet. 6, 193–196.tion/translation (Promega). GST fusions were purified with glutathi-
one Sepharose 4B beads (Pharmacia Biotech) and quantified by Halder, G., Callaerts, P., Flister, S., Walldorf, U., Kloter, U., and
Coomassie blue staining with BSA standards. Five micrograms of Gehring, W.J. (1998). Eyeless initiates the expression of both sine
GST fusions on Sepharose beads was incubated with [35S]-Tsc2 or oculis and eyes absent during Drosophila compound eye develop-
[35S]-Luciferase in 13 HMK buffer for 2 hr at 48C and washed 4 ment. Development 125, 2181–2191.
times. The beads were resuspended in 13 SDS loading buffer, boiled
Hay, B.A., Wolff, T., and Rubin, G.M. (1994). Expression of baculovi-
for 5 min, and electrophoresed on 6% (Tsc2) or 8% (Luciferase)
rus P35 prevents cell death in Drosophila. Development 120, 2121–
SDS-polyacrylamide gels.
2129.
Hendzel, M.J., Wei, Y., Mancini, M.A., Van Hooser, A., Ranalli, T.,Flow Cytometry
Brinkley, B.R., Bazett-Jones, D.P., and Allis, C.D. (1997). Mitosis-Flow cytometry analyses on y w hsFLP or eyFLP; FRT82 Tsc1Q600X/
specific phosphorylation of histone H3 initiates primarily within peri-FRT82 Ubi-GFP discs were performed according to (Neufeld et al.,
centromeric heterochromatin during G2 and spreads in an ordered1998). For wing discs, 2 hr egg collections were aged for 68 hr at
fashion coincident with mitotic chromosome condensation. Chro-258C before 1 hr incubation at 388C, and dissected 48 hr later.
mosoma 106, 348–360.
Huang, H., Potter, C.J., Tao, W., Li, D.M., Brogiolo, W., Hafen, E.,Immunohistochemistry
Sun, H., and Xu, T. (1999). PTEN affects cell size, cell proliferationThird instar eye discs were fixed, stained, and mounted as described
and apoptosis during Drosophila eye development. Development(Xu and Rubin, 1993). Pupal eye discs were from 65 hr old white
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